Rotationally inelastic scattering of HD from Cu(100) and Pd(111).
Rotational excitation of HD scattered from Cu(100), Pd(111), and Pd(111):H(D) was measured using molecular beam and quantum-state-specific laser spectroscopy techniques. Greater than 91% of the incident HD population was in the v = 0, J = 0 state. The final rotational distributions from Cu(100), Pd(111), and Pd(111):H(D) were compared for a HD beam at an incident energy of 74 meV. For all the three surfaces studied, rotationally inelastic scattering probabilities were large. We find that the final HD rotational distributions are remarkably similar for the three surfaces even though Pd(111) is very reactive to dissociative adsorption of HD whereas Cu(100) and Pd(111):H(D) are chemically inert.